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Abstract. In this article, we report on the design and construction of an in situ break-junction sample
holder for transmission electron microscopy. The holder is based on the diﬀerential-screw mechanism. The
technical details and a comprehensive consideration to all relevant critical issues surrounding the instrumentation procedure are presented. An application of the newly developed instrument is demonstrated
using the example of a micro-scale gold wire. We also provide a detailed discussion on the challenges
involved and the pitfalls to avoid in developing similar in situ holders.

1 Introduction
In situ experiments in transmission electron microscopes
(TEM) oﬀer enormous advantages by enabling direct
observations and analyses of physical and chemical behaviors of materials at superior spatial-resolution. Such techniques allow probing materials properties to gain fundamental understanding as well as to study in-service behavior to develop materials technology. Over the past several
decades, in situ sample holder capabilities have been developed primarily for heating [1], cryogenic [2], straining [3]
and magnetizing [4] (Lorentz microscopy) studies. Another notable development in this domain is
environmental TEM which allows studying chemical reactions in situ by controlling the gas pressure in the sample
chamber [5]. More recently, with the advent of nanoscale
positioning capabilities oﬀered by piezoelectric ceramics,
new capabilities such as nanoindentation [6] as well as in
situ STM/AFM holders have been added to the in situ
capabilities of electron microscopes [7,8].
In this article, we report our work on instrumentation
development of in situ mechanically controlled
break-junction (MCBJ) sample holder for TEM. MCBJ
have been previously used for ex-situ studies of
electron-transport properties to understand quantum conductance [9]. Generally speaking, it is composed of a
nanowire suspended on a ﬂexible substrate. Upon bending
a
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the substrate progressively using two counteracting forks,
the suspended nanowire is stretched gradually until rupture. By constantly monitoring the current (I)-voltage (V)
plot during the rupture, one can then analyze the electronic behavior of atomic scale nanojunctions. However,
the most severe limitation of such ex-situ break-junction
studies is that there is no direct access to ascertain the
instantaneous structure and chemical composition of the
nanowire. Hence, the observed properties cannot be accurately correlated to structure and chemistry.
Previously, in situ MCBJ for a scanning electron microscope (SEM) has been reported by Taychatanapat et
al. [10]. However, direct implementation of such set-up for
a TEM is non-trivial because of the overwhelming technical limitations, such as the narrow gap between the polepieces. Hence, in order to fully exploit the advantages of
TEM, such a holder for TEM should be developed.
The objective of this work is, therefore, to overcome
the aforementioned limitations in ex-situ studies by developing an in situ break-junction sample holder for TEM
and thus enable a direct determination of structural and
chemical information and the simultaneous evaluation of
electronic properties. One of the signiﬁcant advantages of
the break-junction in situ TEM holder over other conventional in situ straining holders or the in situ STM-TEM
holder is that the ruptured sample can be reconnected
by relaxing the ﬂexible substrate and the study can be
repeated again and again in order to obtain enough statistical data on similar structures with exactly the same
chemical composition.
In this article, we provide the technical design of the
holder and strategies to overcome technical limitations.
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of the mechanical break-junction set-up adapted for in situ TEM. The inner-piston is shown in green.
(B) Cross-sectional view of the assembly showing the relative orientation of the inner-piston to the mobile fork. A spring is
indicated by the black arrow, between the inner-piston and the mobile fork. By advancing and retracting the inner-piston, the
mobile fork can ﬂex or relax the mounted sample. The red arrows indicate the positions of the O-rings. The trench on the
inner-piston for copper wire feed-through is also visible. The position of the electron beam travelling perpendicular to the plane
of view is indicated by red asterisk. (C) Enlarged schematic of the head of the MCBJ illustrating the conﬁguration of the sample
assembly. The gold ﬁlament (black) is suspended and attached using a commercial vacuum-epoxy, TorrSeal (grey), onto the
ﬂexible Kapton (brown) support.

We also provide a detailed discussion on the challenges
involved and the pitfalls to avoid in developing similar in
situ holders.

2 Instrumentation development

tilt-resolution reachable by the microscope used is around
0.1◦ . For other microscopes, this has to be taken into account while designing similar holders adapted to speciﬁc
sample geometries.

2.1 The outer tube and the inner piston

The in situ TEM sample holder described below was developed for a conventional TEM, Topcon 002B with a LaB6
thermionic-emission gun. The normal operating vacuum
in the column is better than 5 × 10−7 torr. The microscope was equipped with ultra-high resolution (UHR) objective lens pole-pieces with a nominal gap between the
UHR pole-pieces of 4 mm. The permissible thickness of
the in situ holder is thus severely limited. Furthermore,
any increase in the pole-piece gap deteriorates the spatial resolution due to less uniform magnetic ﬁeld of the
objective lens.
Another consequence of the limited pole-pieces gap is
that the sample-tilt achievable is limited to ±10◦ about
the sample-holder axis (x). Tilting beyond this limit will
lead to sample-holder touching the pole-pieces which could
damage them. Tilt capabilities are necessary in order to
overcome shadowing-eﬀect that can be caused when substrates are not perfectly aligned with the optic-axis of the
microscope. As an illustration, consider a typical substrate
width of 1 mm with a wire suspended at a distance of
2 μm from the center of the substrate. It is understandable
that even a slight misalignment of the substrate, tilted oﬀ
from the optic-axis by 4 mrad (0.24◦ ) is suﬃcient to fully
obscure the wire. Therefore, tilt-resolution, i.e., the step
size between two consequent tilt-settings, is equally important as the total tilt-range available. Fortunately, the

A schematic diagram of the break-junction, as conﬁgured
for the in situ TEM holder is shown in Figure 1. The corresponding image of the sample holder is shown in Figure 2.
As brieﬂy introduced earlier, two counteracting forks ﬂex
the substrate thereby gradually straining the suspended
wire. One of the forks is a ﬁxed extension of the sampleholder chassis while the other is movable using a lever
based set-up. The movable fork can be used to ﬂex or relax the sample by advancing or retracting the inner-piston,
which is coupled to the external screw. Note the trench on
the inner-piston shown in Figure 1B for copper wire feedthrough indicated by red dotted-line. This oﬀers in situ
electrical measurements capability.

2.2 The diﬀerential-screw
In order to accurately control the degree of ﬂexing and
relaxing of the sample, precise positioning of the innerpiston is imperative. We achieved such a ﬁne positioncontrol by designing and implementing a diﬀerential-screw
mechanism. Since the diﬀerential-screw mechanism is a
rather standard technique in mechanical designing, only
a brief description is provided below for the sake of completeness and clarity.
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Fig. 2. (A) Disassembled and (B) assembled in situ TEM sample holder.

The diﬀerential-screw consists of a shaft with two
threads on either ends with diﬀerent pitches. One of the
threads is screwed in to a ﬁxed component while the other
thread of the shaft is screwed in to the ‘traveling’ component. For the diﬀerential action to occur, the traveling
component should be restricted from rotation. The direction of motion and the exact distance moved by the traveling component is jointly determined by the handedness
of the threads and the values of their pitches. For a given
amount of rotation of the shaft, the eﬀective displacement
of the traveling component is given by the diﬀerence in
their pitches if they are both like-handed (right-right or
left-left) and by the addition of their pitches if they are
mixed-handed (right-left).
For the TEM sample-holder described in this article,
the pitch of the external screw was 0.8 mm and that of
the inner screw was 1 mm. They were both right-handed.
With this set-up, when the external rod is rotated by 2π
in clock-wise direction, the inner-piston is withdrawn by
200 μm, thereby relaxing the sample. Conversely, when
the external-screw is rotated in counter clock-wise, the
inner-piston is advanced, thereby ﬂexing the sample. In
this way, the positioning of the inner-piston was controlled
to within tens of μm precision thereby ﬁnely controlling
the degree of ﬂexion of the sample.

3 Results
In this section we illustrate a successful demonstration of
the in situ holder. A gold wire was suspended on a ﬂexible
Kapton substrate using conventional low vapor-pressure
resin epoxy TorrSeal from Varian Inc. The schematic corresponding to the conﬁguration is shown in Figure 1C.
The substrate-wire ensemble was then manually mounted
between the forks and inserted in the microscope air-lock

chamber. Since the in situ holder has more empty space
than a conventional sample holder, there is more than normal amount of air to be pumped out. This was achieved by
few cycles of roughing-pump while parked in the air-lock
section of the microscope. The holder was subsequently
introduced into the column of the microscope, between
the pole-pieces. The electron gun was turned on once an
acceptable level of vacuum (5 × 10−7 torr) was achieved,
normally within 15–20 min.
Figure 3 shows a sequence of bright-ﬁeld (BF) images
of gold wire at various stages of rupture induced by ﬂexing
the substrate using the in situ holder. It can be noticed
that there is considerable amount of plastic deformation
before the ﬁnal rupture. It can also be seen that the ﬁnal
neck dimension before fracture is an order of magnitude
smaller than the original diameter.
This demonstrates a successful application of the in
situ holder developed in this work. This can, of course, be
extended to study electronic properties of nanowires by
passing current through the sample simultaneously and
evaluating the resistance.

4 Other considerations
In this section, we discuss the various technical problems
encountered during this work. These considerations must
be borne in mind during future development of similar
instruments. Because of the nature of the set-up, troubleshooting is not very straight forward and therefore, we
believe this discussion will be helpful in laying out the
possible causes of any malfunctioning.
The material used for sample holder fabrication has to
meet several criteria. Firstly and most importantly, it has
to be a non-magnetic material. At least the portion inside
the column has to be from non-magnetic material, otherwise the sample-holder will get stuck to the objective-lens
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Fig. 3. Sequence of BF images of gold wire taken during various stages of rupture caused by ﬂexing the substrate using
the in situ TEM holder.

pole pieces. Secondly, the material has to be suﬃciently
light-weight such that the whole ensemble is light enough
to be moved using the sample stage controls of the microscope. This is needed to exactly position the sample on
the optic axis of the microscope. In the current demonstration, we used titanium for the whole assembly except the
diﬀerential-screw and the ﬁxed-part (see Fig. 2A) which
are further removed from the column.
Virtual leaks happen when a pocket of air is trapped
between low-vacuum chambers and thus cannot be efﬁciently pumped out. Thus, the vacuum in the microscope column could progressively deteriorate during operation which can result in decreased life of the electron-gun
ﬁlament. Generally, when the column pressure reaches an
unacceptably high level, the microscope will automatically
shut-down. Thus, it is important to eliminate possible virtual leaks during the designing as well as manufacturing
stages.
Vacuum problems can also be created by scratches
made by the sample holder on the holder entrance path
of the microscope. To avoid such problems, sharp corners
should be rounded-oﬀ. This is particularly important at
the leading edge of the sample holder consisting of the
counteracting forks.
Electrical charging of the insulating Kapton substrate is possible during operation. This can be limited
by applying silver paint around the substrate. Another
approach is to evaporate discontinuous network of gold
on the substrate such that the electrons are conducted
away from the substrate region. The charging of the substrate can limit the spatial resolution achievable with the
set-up, therefore, care must be taken to fully control this
eﬀect.

5 Conclusion
An in situ mechanically-controlled break-junction for
TEM was designed and developed. The functioning of the
holder was successfully demonstrated using a gold wire
suspended on a ﬂexible substrate. The technical diagrams
are provided along with a detailed discussion on the technical challenges involved and the pitfalls to avoid in developing similar in situ holders.
This study was funded by the Agence Nationale de la Recherche
(ANR) project SUD, France
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